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By extracting the control plane from the data plane, SDN en⁃
ables unprecedented flexibility for future network architec⁃
tures and quickly changes the landscape of the networking
industry. Although the maturity of commonly accepted SDN
security practices is the key to the proliferation of cloud
DCN, SDN security research is still in its infancy. This pa⁃
per gives a top⁃down survey of the approaches in this area,
discussing security challenges and opportunities of software⁃
defined datacenter networking for cloud computing. It lever⁃
ages the well⁃known confidentiality⁃integrity⁃availability (CIA)
matrix and protection⁃detection⁃reaction (PDR) model to give
an overview of current security threats and security mea⁃
sures. It also discusses promising research directions in this
field.
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1 Introduction

nformation technology has come a long way — from
mainframes to personal computing and on to mobile
computing. Now we are embracing cloud computing
that was previously called utility computing or grid

computing. In this fascinating transition, datacenters are simi⁃
lar to the mainframes of the old days, and mobile devices are
like the old terminals, only much smarter and not tethered.

Traditional datacenters usually host proprietary services
backed by a number of static and tightly coupled applications.
Traditional datacenter networks (DCNs) mainly deal with large
volumes of north ⁃ south traffic and usually have three layers
(Fig. 1a). The access layer provides the connectivity for serv⁃
ers and storage facilities, normally through top⁃of ⁃ rack (ToR)
switches. The aggregation layer mediates the access layer to
the core layer, which in turn interfaces to the Internet. As the
cloud evolves towards virtualization and multi⁃tenancy, this ar⁃
chitecture often lacks elasticity and suffers from vendor lock⁃
in [1].

Modern cloud datacenters support a variety of heteroge⁃
neous services for multiple tenants simultaneously. These data⁃
centers are commonly built with a two⁃tier DCN (Fig. 1b). Ten⁃
ants can deploy their own services on the shared infrastructure
and pay⁃as⁃they⁃go. Several software⁃defined datacenter (SD⁃
DC) solutions have been proposed so that capacity can be ex⁃
panded using infrastructure multiplexing and all tenant sys⁃
tems can be managed in an efficient, automatic manner.

Making datacenter services public instead of proprietary sig⁃
nificantly increases infrastructure utilization and drastically af⁃
fects the DCN design. Virtual machines (VMs) are frequently
brought up, shut down, and even migrated across datacenters.
Moreover, VMs of the same tenant may interconnect across

multiple physical servers, and VMs of different tenants may
share the same physical server. These complex scenarios make
it very difficult to guarantee service ⁃ level agreements (SLAs)

(b) Cloud DCN architecture
▲Figure 1. Evolution of DCN architecture.
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for each and every tenant.
In the cloud era, novel technologies are required to cope

with emerging DCN security challenges [2]. Such technologies
include topology ⁃ independent service assignment and policy
enforcement, flow ⁃ based (rather than packet ⁃ based) process⁃
ing, and awareness of virtualization and multi ⁃ tenancy. From
many industrial surveys, we see that security concerns are still
an obstacle to the proliferation of cloud computing [3].

Software⁃defined networking (SDN) is central to addressing
complex network management and security issues. It decou⁃
ples the control plane from the data plane by extracting the
mostly autonomous embedded controllers from traditional net⁃
work elements. The virtually centralized SDN control plane le⁃
verages its global knowledge of network topology and status,
and acts as a network operating system. This enables a network
development and operation (DevOps) team to program network
services via open and standard application programming inter⁃
faces (APIs) such as OpenFlow. This also instigates the rise of
white boxes, as opposed to closed proprietary products of a few
dominant vendors.

Because SDN is not yet mature, cloud DCN security is in its
infancy. Cloud DCN security is a hot research topic and there
is no consensus on it yet. Standardization and industrial appli⁃
cation of cloud DCN security is still at a very early stage. This
paper focuses on the challenges and opportunities related to
cloud DCN. We provide a top⁃down survey of recent approach⁃
es to SDN security and employ the confidentiality ⁃ integrity ⁃
availability (CIA) matrix [4] and protection⁃detection⁃response
(PDR) model [5] for analyzing security threats and measures.
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 discusses DCN build⁃
ing blocks and corresponding security demands. Section 4 and
section 5 summarize security threats and security measures, re⁃
spectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Previous Work
Although SDN and network function virtualization (NFV)

are very recent trends in networking, several comprehensive
surveys of related security research and technologies have al⁃
ready been published [6]- [9]. Some are even updated from
time to time to reflect the fast progress in this area. Existing
surveys have different perspectives on SDN security. Some dis⁃
tinguish between research on protecting the network and re⁃
search on providing security as a service, i.e., secure SDN (se⁃
curity of SDN) and SDN security (security by SDN) [6], [7].
Others analyze and summarize SDN security technologies in
different target environments [8] or according to types of mid⁃
dlebox functions [9].

In [7], the authors review SDN characteristics and present a
survey of security analysis and potential threats in SDN. They
then describe a holistic approach to designing the security ar⁃
chitecture required by SDN. Their summary of the problems
and solutions for each of the main threats to SDN is helpful for

an overall understanding of SDN security advances. The au⁃
thors conclude that, evidenced by the commercially available
applications, work on leveraging SDN to increase network secu⁃
rity is more mature than the solutions addressing the security
issues inherited or introduced by SDN.

In [8], the authors give an overview of existing research on
SDN security, focusing on an analysis of security threats and
potential damage. Such threats include spoofing, tampering, re⁃
pudiation, information disclosure, denial⁃of⁃service (DoS), and
elevation of privilege. The authors also discuss SDN security
measures, such as firewall, intrusion detection system (IDS) (or
intrusion prevention system, IPS), policy management, monitor⁃
ing, auditing, privacy protection, and others controls to threats
in specific networking scenarios. A comprehensive list of refer⁃
ences categorized into different SDN security functionalities is
provided.

This paper takes a more fundamental and focused point of
view from the perspective of practical conditions. We first par⁃
tition the cloud DCN into intra⁃DCN, access⁃DCN, and inter⁃
DCN, and differentiate the unique properties of them. Then,
we analyze the changing attributes of the traditional PDR mod⁃
el from the perspective of CIA matrix.

3 The Three Networks
In a traditional DCN, there are various middleboxes that pro⁃

vide rich network services in addition to basic connectivity of⁃
fered by forwarding devices, such as switches and routers. Fire⁃
walls, IDS/IPS, and other security middleboxes are normally
deployed at the aggregation layer to inspect and steer network
traffic. In this outdated model, policy enforcement is closely
coupled with actual reachability; therefore, the middleboxes
have to sit on the physical packet path, causing administration
difficulties and performance bottlenecks [2].

Leveraging SDN, cloud DCN relies on a flat architecture to
achieve better elasticity and is designed for cost efficiency and
performance enhancement. In this new model, especially in
public cloud DCN with pervasive multi ⁃ tenancy and high re⁃
source utilization, north ⁃ south traffic gives way to east ⁃ west
traffic [10]. The hierarchical partition of the DCN is no longer
valid, and DCN building blocks can be categorized according
to functional characteristics, such as intra ⁃DCN, inter ⁃DCN,
and access⁃DCN [10] (Fig. 2).
3.1 IntraDatacenter Network

Intra⁃DCN is the network of resources inside the datacenter.
The intra ⁃DCN connects all IT elements together to create
clouds for tenants. With virtualization and multi ⁃ tenancy, the
clear network boundaries between traditional security zones of
networks usually disappear; thus, network security policies are
now enforced on dynamically distributed network security func⁃
tions [11].

The correctness and efficiency of security policy deployment
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depends on the controller’s real⁃time awareness of network to⁃
pology, service status, and traffic pattern. Several approaches
to providing a wide variety of security functionalities for intra⁃
DCN and adapting to network changes have been proposed.
VXLAN [12] and a few other encapsulation protocols are de⁃
ployed for network virtualization to isolate traffic of different
tenants or subnets. Service function chaining (SFC) [13] has
been proposed to orchestrate multiple middleboxes of the same
or different functions. Micro⁃segmentation provides middlebox
functions within L2 networks and delivers fine ⁃ grained net⁃
work security. In OpenStack, the most promising open⁃source
cloud platform, neutron network service program also incu⁃
bates firewall⁃as⁃a⁃service (FWaaS), VPN⁃as⁃a⁃service (VPNa⁃
aS), IDS⁃as⁃a⁃service (IDSaaS), and load⁃balancing⁃as⁃a⁃ser⁃
vice (LBaaS) projects for security service provision within
cloud datacenters.

In existing works on intra⁃DCN security, the focus is on pro⁃
viding security capacity and functions with agility and elastici⁃
ty.
3.2 AccessDatacenter Network

Access ⁃ DCN is the network of clients outside datacenters
that provide direct and pervasive connectivity for users so that
they can access applications running in the cloud.

Distributed denial⁃of⁃service (DDoS) is one of the most hotly
discussed topics related to access interfaces of cloud datacen⁃
ters. There has been some recent advancement on the applica⁃
tion delivery controller (ADC) and web application firewall
(WAF). Other work has also been done on mobile access and
more application⁃specific areas. Existing network security de⁃
vices, such as unified threat management (UTM) and next⁃gen⁃
eration firewall (NGFW), can also provide high performance at
this location, including hardware accelerations.

Because the access points of all tenants are connected to the
Internet, which shares the same IP address space, tenants can

take full advantage of the security hardware resources to com⁃
plete common security inspections. In summary, solutions of
access ⁃DCN security mainly focus on optimizing security in⁃
spections.
3.3 InterDatacenter Network

Inter ⁃DCN is the network of clouds for federation network⁃
ing between public and private cloud datacenters or optimizing
network resources between multiple datacenter sites.

Google’s B4 [14] is the most influential achievement in inter⁃
datacenter networking. Microsoft’s software⁃driven WAN [15]
is also constructed for peak load shifting. There has not been a
lot of security R&D on this front, mostly because mature virtu⁃
al private network (VPN) technologies already satisfy the basic
security requirements of cloud providers.

The rest of this paper is mainly focused on intra⁃DCN,
which is the focal point of network security and advancement.

4 The Three Threats
Network security threats are becoming more sophisticated

and powerful. Advanced persistent threat (APT) uses blended
hacking schemes to penetrate a network and compromise the
target systems. Recent DDoS attacks have reached 400 Gbps
aggregated network traffic volume, and the number of attacks
over 100 Gbps has greatly increased [16]. Network security
threats all basically boil down to interception, modification, in⁃
terruption, and fabrication. The fundamental security matrix is
still CIA, although authenticity, non⁃repudiation, and other se⁃
curity mechanisms are equally important.
4.1 Threat to Confidentiality

In cloud datacenters, confidentiality may be ensured by ac⁃
cess control list (ACL) and cryptographic solutions. However,
the fundamental challenge lies in tenant isolation. For intra ⁃
DCN, this means tenant traffic isolation: one tenant should not
be able to send or receive network packets to or from another
tenant unless explicitly permitted by the security policy. Ten⁃
ant isolation is a key feature supported by the SDN virtual net⁃
working PaaS.

PortLand [1] is an example of the design and implementa⁃
tion of a non⁃blocking network fabric for virtualized datacen⁃
ters. Multi⁃tenancy and tenant isolation are achieved by chang⁃
ing the processing logic of access switches with the rewriting of
hierarchical pseudo MAC addresses. NetLord [17] proposes an
encapsulation scheme for overlay network virtualization. It can
be deployed on existing networking devices without any modifi⁃
cation and enables different tenants to share the same L2/L3
address spaces. NetLord also has very good scalability.

NVP [18] describes the overall design of network virtualiza⁃
tion platform, including both data plane and control plane. It
leverages Open vSwitch and packet encapsulation to imple⁃
ment the overlay network virtualization, and designs a datalog⁃

DCN: datacenter network VM: virtual machine

▲Figure 2. Three networks of cloud DCN.
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based declaration language to define and implement network
policy. LiveCloud [19] further addresses the integration of
hardware networking devices in clouds. It uses both hardware
and software switches to compose the access layer for various
resources.

Reviewing these existing approaches, it can be observed
that traffic is almost always isolated at the network edge, where
the bulk of computing resources can be used for complex pro⁃
cessing logic. At the same time, this requires dynamic policy
coordination and deployment for on ⁃ demand stateful inspec⁃
tion, such as NFV⁃ed firewall, to ensure that policies are glob⁃
ally correct and locally conflict⁃free.
4.2 Threat to Integrity

In terms of integrity in the broader perspective, deep inspec⁃
tion prevents intrusion and/or extrusion and is the most critical
demand [20], including NFV⁃ed IDS/IPS and data leakage pre⁃
vention (DLP).

Player [2] introduces a policy⁃aware switching layer for de⁃
ployment of middleboxes. This approach removes middleboxes
from traffic paths and steers traffic to traverse these devices in
a user⁃defined sequence. It essentially decouples network poli⁃
cies from physical topology, which introduces much more flexi⁃
bility into middlebox deployment. SIMPLE [21] addresses the
same problem but also solves the problems of traffic routing
loops and the negative effects of packet modification. It also
takes into consideration routing and load balancing given
switch constraints. A reliable solution for dynamic middlebox
actions, FlowTags [22] designs a tagging scheme that exposes
the internal mapping of flows before and after middlebox pro⁃
cessing. The introduced tags can be recognized and leveraged
by SDN switches to compose service chains.

On the control plane level, Stratos [23] proposes a frame⁃
work for middlebox orchestration according to workload varia⁃
tion. Tackling the closed middlebox implementation in Stratos,
OpenNF [24] abstracts the middlebox API and designs a series
of APIs for middlebox configuration and notification. These
APIs can be used to coordinate the state control of both middle⁃
boxes and forwarding devices. SDSA [25] introduces a dedicat⁃
ed security controller for security⁃related functionalities, such
as security device management, security policy deployment,
and security event monitoring. The security controller also co⁃
operates with the network controller to obtain a global view
and enforce security policies such as ACL. Considering topolo⁃
gy changes caused by VM migration and dynamic resource re⁃
location, real ⁃ time security capacity redistribution and policy
instance update are vitally important.
4.3 Threat to Availability

In terms of availability, most security efforts are directed to⁃
wards DoS/DDoS mitigation. To counter attacks and prevent
service unavailability, security middleboxes and policies are of⁃
ten deployed dynamically on these middleboxes. DFence [26]

dynamically instantiates DDoS mitigation middleboxes, inter⁃
cepts suspicious network traffic, and filters attacking traffic. A
dynamic throttling method was also proposed in [27] to prevent
DoS attack. With this method, flows originating from the same
client are limited when the request rate from the client exceeds
a dynamically determined threshold. Pushback [28] has a coop⁃
erative mechanism to mitigate DDoS attacks. The rate of up⁃
stream devices is limited when a DDoS attack occurs so that
the attacking traffic is blocked near its entry point.

Availability security threats have diverse mechanisms for ev⁃
ery specific scenario, which means the identification of suspi⁃
cious traffic patterns (defined by security operators and ex⁃
pressed in the security policy) is very important. Thus, the
management of security policies is central to intra⁃DCN securi⁃
ty. Management of security policies includes policy definition
[29], [30], policy compilation [31], [32], policy assignment
[33], [34], policy optimization [35], [36], policy deployment
[37], [38], and policy lookup [39], [40]. Some research has de⁃
scribed several roadmaps ahead, but so far no consensus has
been reached.

5 The Three Stages
Security is mostly a defensive practice that takes charge of

policy enforcement. From the perspective of control theory, ar⁃
ticulate system design is required to meet application require⁃
ments, where sensors and actuators are versatile for real time
response, and feedback is essential to constantly adapt the situ⁃
ational changes and improve control quality. Many security ap⁃
proaches targeting the SDN⁃based cloud DCN have been pro⁃
posed and can be evaluated in the well ⁃known PDR lifecycle
model.
5.1 Protection Stage

In the protection (or planning) stage, the key to intra ⁃DCN
security is to design a suitable architecture that both satisfies
the security management requirements and is future⁃proof to a
certain extent.

Unlike traditional DCN, SDN has a global view of the cloud
DCN, and thus enables security mechanisms to be deployed in
a distributed and dynamic manner. Two aspects need to be
weighed in this phase: where to place security functions and
how to manage security policies.

Regarding the placement of security functions, SDN and
NFV devices are orthogonal [41]. Table 1 shows the main dif⁃
ferences between SDN and NFV. SDN focuses on network for⁃
warding, mainly for traffic delivery. It performs stateless pro⁃
cessing of L2⁃L3 network traffic at the packet level according
to network topology. By contrast, the basic responsibility of
NFV is network monitoring, and it is also responsible for secu⁃
rity, measurement, and optimization. NFV conducts stateful
and deep inspection of L4⁃L7 network traffic at the flow level
according to resources and policies.
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Conventionally, SDN and NFV devices are managed by dif⁃
ferent administrators. Tualatin [11] is designed according to or⁃
thogonal principles and provides efficient security in a cloud
datacenter. Networking devices and security devices are sepa⁃
rately managed by their corresponding controllers (Fig. 3).
Considering both flexibility and performance, Tualatin decou⁃
ples the security scenarios into intra⁃VN, inter⁃VN, and access⁃
VN and uses hardware and software co⁃design to meet different
security requirements.

There have also been proposals of pushing all middleboxes,
mostly network security functions, to the edge of intra ⁃ DCN
[42] or implementing security inspected in off⁃path control
plane [43]. However, the authors of this paper do not believe
this will solve the problem all together.

Security policies can be enforced with changing [44] or re⁃

specting [33] forwarding policies. Security policy enforcement
combined with forwarding policies can easily introduce perfor⁃
mance impact on the data plane, while security policy enforce⁃
ment based on forwarding policy has clear design boundary
and thus simplifies control plane structure.
5.2 Detection Stage

In the detection (or runtime) stage, network security func⁃
tions are used to discover and defend security attacks.

In Fig. 3, intra⁃VN security depends on traffic statistics gen⁃
erated by NetFlow on software switches to enable heavy ⁃ load
security inspections. Both ACL and QoS policies are deployed
on software switches. For inter ⁃ VN security, Tualatin chains
multiple security services within a standalone virtual network.
Tualatin introduces a security workload scheduler for load bal⁃
ancing and function composition and exposes fine⁃grain APIs
for flow slice to support micro ⁃ segmentation. For access ⁃VN,
hardware UTM or NGFW can be leveraged for common securi⁃
ty inspections for multiple tenants. This helps with the sharing
of computing resources of security devices.

To efficiently implement these detection engines, virtualized
middleboxes need to be redesigned in a consolidated way.
RouteBricks [45] reveals the curtain of high⁃speed packet pro⁃
cessing on commodity servers. CoMB [46] consolidates middle⁃
box functions and re ⁃ implements them on an X86 platform.
These works demonstrate the possibility of high ⁃ performance
middleboxes on commodity servers, which lays the foundation
for NFV. OpenGate [47] proposes the architecture for distribut⁃
ed middlebox processing. It takes full advantage of different
hardware platforms to tackle the challenges of L2⁃L3 and L4⁃
L7 processing, which helps to optimize middlebox perfor⁃
mance.

For all these hardware accelerated or software virtualized
functions to cooperate effectively and achieve high perfor⁃
mance, major breakthroughs in policy management technology
is necessary.
5.3 Response Stage

In the response (or feedback) stage, security events, action
results, clues of potential threats, statistical and behavioral
anomalies are collected. The collected information is analyzed
with special tools, including machine learning and big data, to
find new threat signatures or models [48], previously unknown
vulnerabilities [49], and ways to improve security back to the
protection stage. Within industry, security information and
event management (SIEM) advancements can definitely be lev⁃
eraged on this front [50].

6 Conclusion
Modern DCN for cloud computing has made great progress

in terms of architecture evolution, and now SDN and NFV are
leading the way forward. Therefore, SDN security is critical for

▼Table 1. Orthogonality of SDN and NFV
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the proliferation of multifarious cloud services.
Despite the extrinsic nature of various emerging threats—es⁃

pecially those introduced by virtualization and multi⁃tenancy—
the essence of network security is still unchanged. Beginning
with the well⁃known PDR model, this paper has discussed the
latest threats categorized by the CIA matrix as well as network
security advancements.

In the area of intra⁃DCN security, this paper emphasizes the
central role of security policies in the evolution of novel securi⁃
ty mechanisms, including network virtualization and isolation,
intrusion and extrusion prevention, and attack defense and mit⁃
igation. From security architecture to particular algorithms,
from theory to practice, from academia to industry, there have
been more and more proposals and developments around differ⁃
ent aspects of policy management, such as definition, compila⁃
tion, assignment, optimization, deployment and lookup.

Besides the management of security policy, other notable
challenges and opportunities have unveiled promising direc⁃
tions in the green field of DCN security. We argue that there is
yet no sign of framework consensus or approach convergence
in the near future for SDN based cloud DCN security, and we
expect key developments in distributed policy, service chain⁃
ing, as well as visualization and troubleshooting tools.
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